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08:00 AM Welcome, Credits, and Certificates

08:05 AM Understanding Wood Aesthetic Cladding and Soffit Technologies

This learning unit will provide an in-depth overview of current “wood” design technologies
natural and synthetic. - Identify current market “wood aesthetic” technologies - Understand the
core materials of each technology - Understand the sustainable features and Life Cycle
benefits for each technology based on the following criteria: Color Retention, Maintenance &
Warranty - Describe the surface burning characteristics and explain how they can be specified
to achieve code compliance - Installation Details - Budgetary Information

Yancey Hughes
Hughes & Associates Provider #: L161
AIA #:GL2020CS HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:

09:05 AM Review of Session Code Process

09:10 AM Making Sense of Sealants

Participants will learn about the different families of sealants and how to choose the correct
product for each application. We will discuss the effect of UV light on sealants and the
difference between structural or non structural silicon sealant. And finally, the importance of
surface preparation before sealing joints.

Dan Garnett
Adfast Provider #: 404109250
AIA #:AdfSealant2020 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920025313

10:10 AM Break

10:20 AM Sponsor: Capital Wraps - Keoni Denison

10:30 AM Eliminating Concrete Moisture through Sustainable Design

Few aspects of the design process are conducted in “silos” as disassociated from one another
as how many projects approach interior concrete slab specifications and subsequent flooring
specification sections. This is not done intentionally, rather it is by-product of lack of
coordination, and fundamental misunderstanding, between those involved with the structural
elements and those involved with the aesthetic and finishing elements. During this
presentation, we will discuss sustainability and what it means; drawing the attendee into a
clear discussion of how sustainability relates to LEED, Lean Construction, Green Building, and
process improvement. Inconsistencies with current specification processes related to concrete
moisture as compared to the tenets of sustainability will be exposed, with clear
recommendations given as to how the specifying professional can resolve those disconnects.

Mike Nuckolls
ISE Logik Industries Provider #: 404108239
AIA #:ISL03K HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:



11:30 AM High-Performance Glass and Aluminum Building Envelopes

This course provides a comprehensive understanding of the glass-aluminum buildingenvelope
featured in high-rise construction. We’ll review the three main- types of curtain wallsand the
installation process for each. Design and functionality will be addressed specifically toproject
objectives along with the environment-conscious benefits of using glass andaluminum. Lastly,
the course will review how to avoid moisture, temperature, and other pitfallsand failures in
curtain-wall installation.

Dmitry Avramenko
Alumin Techno (Alutech) Provider #: 404109291
AIA #:AluTech01 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920021394

12:30 PM Break

12:40 PM Sponsor: QWEB (Quebec Wood Export Bureau) - Eli Gould 
Eli graduated with one of the first dual Architecture/Forestry degrees from Yale in the early 
‘90s, with a conviction that the two fields would eventually be more linked. After a quarter 
century, this seems more true and even mainstream, but for many years it was an 
entrepreneurial effort in the small vertical wood prefab companies he ran in Vermont, and in 
the automated timber industry where he often consulted. For the last three years, Eli has 
brought those experiences into a nonprofit market development role for QWEB. When he’s not 
trying to transform the AEC industry into a positive climate force he enjoys small town and 
organic farm life in Vermont with his family.

12:50 PM Canadian Hardwoods -Beauty, Durability and Sustainability.

Canadian hardwood lumber and flooring provide architects with everything they need to create
beautiful, practical and durable projects and accessories, while fulfilling the need and desire to
meet sustainability and green building requirements. In this presentation, we will highlight that
Canadian hardwoods are the material of choice to provide durability and natural elegance, as
a renewable material for commercial and high end residential projects.

Criswell Davis
Canadian Hardwood Bureau Provider #: 502111383
AIA #:CHB0821 HSW | GBCI (USGBC/CAGBC) #:920024882

01:50 PM End


